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Abstract 

The competition of contemporary sports is becoming increasingly fierce, and to stay 
ahead of the competition depends on the revolution and innovation of the sport itself. 
The innovation of volleyball is, in the final analysis, the innovation of technology and 
tactics. Based on the current status of the development of volleyball technology and 
tactics and the development of volleyball technology and tactics, this article analyzes the 
innovation of volleyball technology and tactics through a specific analysis of the world's 
volleyball technology and tactical innovation trends. 
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1. Introduction 

Throughout the world volleyball championship team rankings, the winners on the arena are all teams 

that are constantly innovating in technology and tactics or have major breakthroughs in training 

methods. With their own advantages, they actively discover and absorb new information and new 

situations emerging in the development of volleyball. They continuously learn and explore new 

technologies and tactics that appear in the game. They use innovation as a magic weapon to defeat 

the enemy. The team always maintains super strength. And young vitality. Practice has proven that a 

team must make a difference in technical and tactical innovations in order to have real strength against 

its opponents. 

2. Development status of volleyball technology and tactics 

The technical and tactical innovation of volleyball is always generated around the "unbalance"-

"balance"-new "imbalance" law of volleyball itself. The guidance of volleyball technology and tactics 

in this regular pattern is constantly changing and new, so that the overall volleyball technology and 

tactics system is enriched and expanded. The latest achievements in the development of volleyball 

technology and tactics in the world today were most fully demonstrated at the 99 World Cup 

volleyball tournament held in Japan at the end of this century, and representatively reflected the recent 

developments in volleyball technology and tactics. 

2.1 Development of Volleyball Technology 

In terms of technical innovation, serve technology has fundamentally changed the nature of the past, 

which was only the beginning of the game. Now it has included offensiveness and accuracy into it, 

and has become an important tactical means of attack. The characteristics of the jumping serve 

strength are greatly increased. Encouraged by the "Serve Allowed to Clean the Net" rule, the power 

has increased unabated, becoming one of the powerful weapons for offense, effectively stifling the 

opponent's attack and creating favorable conditions for the defense of the opponent. . Spike 

technology not only emphasizes the full play of strength and speed, but also emphasizes the ingenious 

changes of wrists and lines and the flexible use of rhythm. Japan and South Korea use the technique 
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of smashing long ball and hitting the ball out of bounds as a method to fight against tall opponents. 

Their smashing method has changed the habit of “smashing” on the floor in the past. Great difficulty. 

The European team used the change of rhythm to pull the kick off at the 2nd and 4th positions to 

shorten the offensive time and speed up the offensive rhythm. At the same time, it gave full play to 

the physical advantages of tall stature and strong airborne ability, extended the dunk time and 

completed the air time difference The ball effectively broke the opponent's block. The three-

dimensional offensive system, which is dominated by back row attacks, is more mature under the 

tempering of the game. It is still favored by various teams for its strength, strength, and difficulty in 

blocking and defending each other. Various teams around the world have incorporated fast-changing 

tactics into the back-offensive, and some new technologies such as fast back-up and back-difference 

time have begun to appear in the game. The tacit understanding between the attacker and the second 

pass is more coordinated. In order to speed up the fast-breaking tempo, the second pass generally uses 

overhead passes. At the same time, the tall attacker uses the advantage of height and arm length to 

accelerate the swing speed to meet the high pass of the second pass, forming a unique "high point." 

Fast ball "; in order to deal with this high-speed fast ball, the opponent's blocking position was 

gradually eliminated in the past, using advanced blocking gestures in front of the net, to shorten the 

blocking time and suppress the fast ball Success rate. The unconscious "kick ball" that occasionally 

appeared in previous games is now officially trained as a specialized defensive technique. 

2.2 Development of Volleyball Tactics 

Tactical innovation is an extension and expansion of technological innovation. In recent years, there 

have been many tactical innovations in world volleyball. In terms of offense, the use of tactics is more 

practical. The three-dimensional offense has made the position 2 attack more and more important. 

The setter has become a veritable "attachment attacker". In order to make up for the lack of two points 

in the front row, each team generally uses a "tackling attacker" with a large size and strong offensive 

power to frequently launch attacks at position 1. After years of honing and practice, the fast-break 

system not only speeds up, but also because of the increase in the height of the offensive players, the 

hitting point generally increases, and the change of the fast-break is more difficult to predict. In short, 

the offensive tactics have developed from a flat type to a three-dimensional direction. The three-

dimensional offense will become the mainstream of offensive tactics in the future. 

The defensive innovation has largely made up for the offensive and defensive imbalance caused by 

the offensive tactical innovation. In recent years, the average water blocking of various teams in the 

world has increased significantly. With the increase of one-to-one blocking in front of the net, high-

level foreign teams have changed the concept of "regional blocking" in the past and implemented 

"joint defense" tactics. They do not stare at the ball, and each block player does not have a special 

block. Change positions at any time before the net to form a block collective. Prior to the start of the 

block, most of the intermediate positions were used to block the opponent's fast ball; then, a key block 

was implemented for the opponent's main offensive point. Blocking the network at the same time 

emphasized the overall cooperation with the defense. The second is the back defense. The defensive 

formation has been changed from expanded defense to compressed defense. The defensive players 

have moved forward to meet the line of the ball. The height and length of the arms have been used to 

expand the range of care. The focus of defense need not be too low. The adoption of this "front-high" 

defensive posture has significantly accelerated the speed of catching and catching the ball, and the 

defensive effect is no less than that of the previous low-defense defensive, which is in line with the 

characteristics of accelerating the offensive rhythm in recent years. And now the player's defensive 

position no longer has a fixed area allocation. Following the ball situation, the flexible follow-up 

defensive formation can make up for many defensive loopholes on the court. The free man is widely 

used by the teams in receiving and defending tactics, to a certain extent, ensuring the increase in the 

offensive tactical composition rate. Therefore, the selection, training, and training of free defenders 

has been highly valued by each team. 
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Looking at the technical and tactical innovation trends in recent years, we can see that volleyball 

technology and tactical innovation focus on practical applications. Reasonable, concise, and effective 

are the main characteristics of innovation results, and all-round and three-dimensional are the most 

significant development trends of innovation activities. Whoever has the first new technology and 

new tactics on the field can lead the way in the development of the sport. 

3. Development Law and Trend of Volleyball Technology and Tactics 

Innovation 

3.1 Volleyball technology and tactics innovation 

The law of innovation is to follow the characteristics of innovation activities in order to play a role. 

Because of the form of confrontation and desire to win in volleyball, coaches and athletes are 

continuously stimulated to explore and innovate. Therefore, previous people have concluded that the 

motivation for innovation-cyclical rise Six technical and tactical innovation laws, including the law 

of series, the law of series initiation, the law of contradiction and conflict, the law of interaction, the 

law of metabolism and the law of waves. In the development history of volleyball technology and 

tactical innovation, the highest peak of its innovation was in the mid-1980s, especially in terms of 

tactical innovation. In the 1950s and 1960s, its innovation activities fell into a trough, and it even 

stagnated. In the 1980s and 1990s, the number and quality of innovations culminated, and tactics 

continued to emerge, driving the world's volleyball technology and tactics. Leap. This innovation 

trend is characterized by unstable development, but from a historical perspective, there is a dialectical 

unity of continuity and phase, that is, there are objective laws of wavy development. 

3.2 Development and evolution characteristics of volleyball skills and tactical innovation 

Volleyball skills and tactical innovation methods mainly include combination innovation method, 

transplantation innovation method, reverse innovation method and informal action utilization 

innovation method. In its innovation process, there are many interrelated factors, that is, the 

confrontation between offense and defense, both of which effectively promote the development of 

technology and tactics. Three approaches to the emergence of new technologies are "improvement, 

transplantation, and innovation." Improving the original technology: if the forearm cushion is an 

improvement and development of the wrist-cushion cushion, other technologies are transplanted: 

such as beach volleyball two people receive the service and transplanted to indoor volleyball to create 

new technologies: such as jumping serve technology. Innovative technology is a process of accidental 

emergence, universal laws, standardized actions, and free use. For example, "Fast Cricket" was used 

accidentally from the 1930s to gradually speed up and standardize its technology. After that, the 

world's major powers were widely used, and they continued to develop and create " "Fast short", "flat 

open", "far net fastball" and other series of fastball. New technology drives the emergence of new 

tactics. Technology is the basis of tactics, and tactics are the comprehensive application of technology. 

There is a symmetrical relationship between the two. Only new changes in technology can provide 

new conditions for tactical innovation. It determines the content of the rules, and the existence of the 

rules restricts the nature and form of the game. The rules must be continuously modified to meet the 

needs of volleyball development. At the same time, the correct and timely modification of the rules 

fundamentally affects the development of volleyball technology and tactics. . 

3.3 Volleyball Technology Innovation Features 

With the change of the age, technology has been rapidly updated and developed, especially during 

the period of large-scale reform of the volleyball rules in the 1960s and 1980s, and many new 

technologies came into being. Such as the hook ball created in the 1960s, forearm cushion ball, "cover 

phase" block. Innovative "floating" offensive technology in the late 1970s. In the early 1980s, the 

new jump serve technology became more popular and diversified in men's volleyball competitions. 

Innovative technologies such as flat double jump, light flutter, and side spin were gradually popular. 

From the 1990s to the present, there are more than 30 kinds of technological innovations, which have 
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become relatively saturated. From the side, it also reflects that the development of volleyball has 

reached a peak period. It is not too difficult to create new and more difficult new technologies. may. 

The technical action classification at this stage tends to be fuzzy. As the offensive and defensive 

rhythm continues to accelerate, the offensive and defensive concepts have undergone major changes. 

Serving and blocking are offensive tactics, and even the defense itself is the beginning of the offense. 

The "high-speed combination, full attack and full defense" technology and tactics formed by the 

"strength faction" have returned to the mainstream. The technical innovation feature at this time is to 

highlight the practicability of the offense, which is mainly manifested in: the update of the mode of 

technical action. 

Volleyball tactical innovation is based on the original volleyball tactical theory and practice, 

according to the actual needs of the new concept design, innovative features marked by changing its 

form, layout and application timing and other characteristics, including tactical cooperation 

innovation, Various forms such as single tactical innovation and formation innovation. Because 

volleyball's tactical innovation is ever-changing and developing rapidly, it can be targeted and applied 

calmly in practice. 

4. Volleyball technology and tactical innovation 

The combination innovation method refers to the combination of several independent technologies 

and tactics or their structural parts in accordance with the principles and characteristics of volleyball 

to achieve a certain purpose, so as to obtain new technologies and tactics with overall functions. In 

the volleyball offensive tactics, "double back fly" combines two back fly smash shots. Although the 

original "back fly action structure has not changed," double back fly "has increased the function of 

shielding each other and increased the block Difficulty makes the attack more powerful. 

The transplantation innovation method is a method that introduces a certain field of technology or its 

principle, method, structure, or part of it into another field, and recreates it for a new purpose through 

a certain transformation. For example, in 1972, the Japanese men's volleyball team invented the "time 

difference" offensive tactics. At first, this tactic was only used when slamming near-body fastball. 

Later, it was quickly transplanted to back-smashing techniques such as back fast, short flat fast, and 

back slip, and became "back fast time difference." , "Short draw time difference", "back slip time 

difference" and other series of time difference offensive tactics. For another example, the volleyball 

defense's roll-over save, diving jump save, forward save and other technical moves are all 

transplanted from gymnastic skills and technical moves. 

Reverse innovation method refers to the method of transforming its content and form and deriving 

new technology and tactics without changing the original technical and tactical principles. For 

example, the "reverse flight smash" in the series of volleyball "Floating Air" tactics is based on the 

original "forward fly" and "back fly" smashing technology. Instead, it "flies backwards" to the left. 

Chinese athletes used this tactic and have achieved good results in international competitions. 

Wang Jiawei, a former national male lineup, had too much forward momentum when smashing and 

taking off. In response to this shortcoming, the coach did not blindly force the athletes to correct the 

wrong movements, but analyzed the shortcomings together with the athletes, making full use of their 

reasonable components, and changing the take-off from the net to the take-off along the net, so that 

the forward impulse became the power of lateral air displacement. Therefore, the development and 

innovation of "spatial difference" spiking technology. Wang Jiawei himself has also become a famous 

"flying person online." 

5. Conclusion 

If there is innovation, it will rise, if there is no innovation, it will decline. In order for China to keep 

up with the pace of world volleyball development, we must make active research and development 

on technological and tactical innovations. This is the last word to follow the law of volleyball 
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development, and it is also an important experience to stop the continued decline of Chinese 

volleyball. 

We need to change backward concepts of technology and tactics, carefully analyze the trends and 

trends of volleyball technology and tactical development in the world, dig deep into the rules of 

volleyball sports training and competition, and learn the advanced technology and tactics and training 

experience of high-level teams in the world with an open mind, and pay attention to the use of The 

impact of the revised volleyball rules on technology and tactics, to find a technological and tactical 

development path with innovative characteristics. 

Attention should be paid to the systematic training of athletes at all levels from the grassroots to the 

national team in terms of physical fitness, mental style, psychological quality, cultural theory, etc., 

continuously improve the level of coaches, strengthen investment in volleyball scientific research, 

and actively support the development and development of innovative research projects. Make use of 

it to increase the intensity of system reform. Only with an open mind, continuous improvement, not 

standing still, not conscientious, summing up the experience carefully, drawing on the strengths of 

all the families, good at starting from the actual situation of the country and the team, creatively 

absorbing advanced things, not following the flow, and not moving at will, can they always stand At 

the forefront of the world's tide, there is always a way to know the truth. 
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